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We’ve brought a taste of something very 
different to workplace food in Deeside



A transformation in workplace food

When the AM Food team went into our 
client’s food service area at the leading 
Deeside engine plant of the Japanese 
multinational automotive manufacturer, 
catering for some 600 people, it was 
already strikingly clear to us why there 
was low staff engagement.

The existing bland, beige canteen-like 
food counter lacked any appeal to attract 
customers in and was matched by a food 
offer lacking in creativity, colour, flexibility 
and quality. 

These were the key challenges we 
faced:

• low footfall and customer 
engagement

• poor staff and customer feedback

• low quality food

• unappealing environment

• unattractive coffee and vending

• inflexible and stale menus

At AM Food, we believe in bringing food 
to the people and in dynamic and positive 
transformation.

Our attractively-designed, onsite 
restaurant, with its warm ambience and 
our smiling, welcoming, professional 

staff, is the front line, at this Deeside 
plant, of our passion for disrupting 
contract catering as we know it and for 
bringing a successful, modern, desirable 
high street food offer to the workplace. 

In just over one month at this site, we 
were successful in delivering contract 
catering with a difference, drawing 
customers in with high quality, healthy, 
service-driven, responsive, value-for-
money, creative, sustainable food, coffee 
and vending. 

“The difference is tangible”

Our Operations Director Neil Cooper 
says: “Food is central to the wellbeing 
of our client’s employees in Deeside, 
who need to be on top form to assemble 
engines that power some of the most 
recognisable cars on the road, working 
calmly, enthusiastically and accurately, 
often in a physically demanding role 
with overtime and shift patterns. Things 
needed to change to support this and, 
after a very short time working with our 
client, the difference was tangible.”

Browse our image gallery to see the 
transformation…

“This is not, however, a snapshot of how 
things are on one particular day in AM 
Food,” stresses Neil,  “but clear evidence 
of our vision of how workplace food 
should be all day every day.” 

Click below to look at our image gallery

Visit our 
photo 
gallery

Before After

(To view click on the image above or visit - 
www.amservicesgroup.co.uk/ am-food-gallery/)

https://www.amservicesgroup.co.uk/am-food-gallery/


We’re disrupting workplace catering

On Deeside, positive change has been 
dished up for the client and the team 
responsible for delivering food and drink, 
as well as a radically new, exciting and 
satisfying customer journey. 

Catering Support Manager Jade Cooper 
says: “Our restaurant looks lovely and 
appealing, so our customers are wanting 
to come in now. Our team looks great too 
- happy and professional, wearing their 
new, AM Food uniform with enthusiasm 
and pride. The food looks amazing and 
tantalising – fresh, healthy, colourful 
and varied. People expect the same 
quality and value that they would get 
in their favourite restaurant or café to 
translate to their workplace. Customers 
are discerning and want value. In a place 
where they spend so much of their time, 
they will expect and get no less from us.”

These are some examples of the 
changes that have been clearly evident 
at our client’s plant:

Customer response and flexibility 
- AM Food is not tied to suppliers or 
brands and we are therefore agile and 
have the flexibility to react to changing 
customer requirement and preference. 
The preferred brand of Cola was not 
the one being served in the restaurant 
or vending machines. We switched the 
brand across the site, but continued 
to stock the competitor’s Cola brand 

in selected vending machines to keep 
everyone happy

• All vending machines across the 115 
acre site have been remerchandised, 
cleaned and recalibrated.

Cultural taste, sustainable purchasing, 
social value - We introduced local 
products from local suppliers, such as 
the delicious Bara Brith cake from a local 
bakery which proved hugely popular, and 
coffee from a responsible Manchester-
based supplier with direct links to the 
farms and farmers that grow it.

• We installed signage in Welsh to 
engage customers

• The site regularly receives Japanese 
head office visitors. We engaged 
with a Japanese translator to ensure 
that the labelling of the food and 
drink offer was culturally appropriate

Efficient use of labour and reduced 
food waste - The previous incumbent 
required staff to spend time grating 
cheese by hand to make sandwiches that 
were eventually discarded. We refocused 
the AM Food team’s labour time, allowing 
increased professional satisfaction and 
creativity. Now, based on accurate data 
and feedback, we buy in sandwiches that 
people want to eat and so avoid food 
wastage.

• We have invested in an in-house 
professional barista and quality 
equipment to enhance quality, 
productivity and demand

Creative menus delivered by 
skilled catering professionals - We 
have invested in working with our 
development chef Michael Wilkinson 
– a Masterchef The Professionals 
semi-finalist - who is responsible for 
all food and craft skill development 
and training. His strong track record 
of food development, passion for 
local and regional produce and world 
culinary skills ensures that we’re at 
the cutting edge of food trends, dietary 
requirements and upskilling AM Food 
staff

Better quality, more attractive, 
healthier food

We are required to cater one Japanese 
dish per day. When we came to site this 
dish used to sell 2 to 1 as the only dish 
with any colour or any vegetables on 
the menu. Our  food offer is so improved 
from the original - no beige, no boring 
vegetables – that our other dishes now 
outsell the Japanese-inspired choice.

Before After
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A taste of what’s to come

Employee Feedback

“I love a coffee and it’s great to have one 
as I work around the site, but wouldn’t 
touch the stuff before. It was awful. 
Terrible quality and an unpleasant 
taste from the machines. Now there’s 
decent coffee in all the machines and 
they are regularly cleaned and stocked. 
It certainly makes my work more 
enjoyable.”

Sam Maguire, AM Food Creative Chef

“I’ve been a creative chef for 15 years but 
I no longer felt creative and felt restricted 
in my job. That’s changed now. Working 
with AM Food and with the Development 
Chef Michael, I’m enjoying the creative 
part of my role as I want to and should 
be able to do. I am spurred on by the 
number of positive comments I get from 
the customers eating my food now. It 
feels great.”

AM Food Manager, Sarah Reeves

“Before AM Food came I was about to 
leave and to go back to an employer I 
had worked with in contract catering for 
over 20 years. I was demotivated and 
wanted something different. I didn’t feel 
I was able to give my customers what 
they wanted. Now I’m part of the AM 
Food team, I am empowered to say yes 
to customers.”

For AM Food, when we embark on a journey with our client this is 
just the start of the transformation. 

We are here to disrupt and just because things work now doesn’t 
mean that they will work tomorrow or that they cannot be bettered. 

We base change on robust research, frequent learning, timely 
information gathering and data collection, and regular engagement 
with staff user groups. 

We are committed to continually improving, innovating and creating 
a roadmap for the future supported by investment in the best 
technology. 

Hear what people said about some of the changes in Deeside


